**If I Forget You: A Novel**
By Thomas Christopher Greene
(Picador, 9781250124151, $16)
“Twenty years ago, Margo and Henry fell in love, lost each other to a fierce misunderstanding, and went their separate ways—to marriages, children, and a second-best kind of happiness. Now, a chance encounter holds out hope for reconciliation and the joy of true love. Greene tells this story by jumping back and forth in time and between narrators, while readers wonder ‘will they or won’t they?’ Read this one for the story and the superb style. One of the best books I have read this year.” —Linda Bond, Auntie’s Bookstore, Spokane, WA

**Marrow Island: A Novel**
By Alexis M. Smith
(Mariner Books, 9781328710345, $14.99)
“After an earthquake destroyed the oil refinery on Marrow Island and killed her father, Lucie Bowen left. Twenty years later, she returns to the Puget Sound and discovers her friend Kate is now living on this toxic island with members of ‘The Colony.’ Set in the Pacific Northwest, Marrow Island is a mystery/thriller that encompasses communal living, natural and man-made disasters, and what can happen when we tinker with the ecosystem and try to play larger roles.” —Tracy Taylor, The Elliott Bay Book Company, Seattle, WA

**Miss Jane: A Novel**
By Brad Watson
(W.W. Norton & Company, 9780393325436, $15.95)
‘At first, I was uncomfortable reading about the life Jane Chisolm has to lead due to a genital birth defect and assumed that I would be sad for her throughout the book, but this is so beautifully written and unsentimental in its depiction of Jane’s quiet strength and courageous acceptance of her life that I fell in love with her quite quickly. While all the supporting characters have their own peculiarities, they are tender and endearing to Jane and also helped me to understand how she endured and was loved so fully. Everyone should read this extraordinary book and feel, as I did, the joy of this remarkable woman.” —Nancy Banks, City Stacks Books and Coffee, Denver, CO

**Nicotine: A Novel**
By Neil Zink
(Ecco, 9780062441739, $15.99)
“Zink excels at feel-good novels that, far from being sappy, are incredibly smart and laugh-out-loud funny. When recent college graduate Penny Baker inherits her hippie father’s childhood house, she expects to find an abandoned ruin. Instead, she finds a house renovated and inhabited by squatters and falls desperately in love with one of them, something that does not go over well with her family. This deceptively simple premise allows Zink to return to some of her favorite themes of family and identity, as well as love, activism, and materialism, through the lives of unforgettable characters and hilarious situations. This book is a riot!” —Pierre Camy, Schuler Books, Grand Rapids, MI

**Pond**
By Claire-Louise Bennett
(Riverhead Books, 9780399575907 , $16)
“A brilliant and captivating debut, Bennett’s Pond is a strange, beautifully layered work of fiction, from its quirky and contemplative narrator’s interior life to the vivid and charming descriptions of rural Irish life. Perhaps the most surprising aspect of this book is its warm invitation to celebrate solitude. Bennett writes as if in a lush, landscaped dream, each story chapter going forward, circling back, and ending in the middle of the protagonist’s musings upon her everyday utterances. Pond is utterly original, by turns hilarious and poignant, a refreshing and simply delightful read.” —Angela Spring, Politics & Prose, Washington, DC

**Smoke: A Novel**
By Dan Vyleta
(Anchor, 9781101910405, $16.95)
“Imagine a world where every dark thought you possessed was revealed by a wisp of smoke. And what if a portion of society could hide their darkness, while others were forever stained by their sins? Set in an alternative native England, this tale reveals what really lies behind this sinful soot through the eyes of three teenagers who begin to question all they have been told. Smoke is a brilliant combination of fantasy and historical fiction, where layers of mystery and glimmers of truth will keep readers feverishly turning pages until the very end.” —Luisa Smith, Book Passage, Corte Madera, CA

**The Trouble With Goats and Sheep**
By Joanna Cannon
(Scribner, 9781501121906, $16)
“Best friends Grace and Tilly spend England’s sweltering summer of 1976 sleuthing for clues to uncover the reason for their neighbor’s disappearance. They go from house to house, neighbor to neighbor, investigating as only guileless little girls can do. While they’re at it, they also look for god in the most unusual places. As the mystery of the neighborhood is slowly revealed, so are the many secrets behind every door on the avenue. If you loved A Man Called Ove, you will love The Trouble With Goats and Sheep. Funny, quirky and profound.” —Cathy Langer, Tattered Cover Book Store, Denver, CO

**The Fate of the Tearling: A Novel**
By Erika Johansen
(HarperPaperbacks, 9780062290441, $15.99)
“Johansen has created an incredibly intense, intriguing, and completely captivating conclusion for her Tearling trilogy, that is sure to please all readers awaiting Queen Kelsea’s fate. Rash, reckless, and filled with rage, Kelsea has surrendered to the Red Queen while unwittingly unleashing the Orphan, a threat so evil that both soon find themselves fighting together for their own survival. Will Kelsea unravel the mystery of her magical sapphires and save the Tear kingdom from ultimate destruction? Or, is she destined for an early demise thereby sealing the fate of the Tearling?” —Kristin Bates, McLean & Eakin Booksellers, Petoskey, MI

**Goodnight, Beautiful Women**
By Anna Noyes
(Grove Press, 9780802126795, $16)
“These interconnected stories set in Maine and around the Northeast coast announce a startling new writer of history and landscape of those places. It is a guide for the story and the superb style. One of the best books I have read this year.” —Chuck Robinson, Village Books, Bellingham, WA

**The Houset of Land: A Personal Topography of America’s National Parks**
By Terry Tempest Williams
(Picador, 97812503224718, $18)
“Terry Tempest Williams’ latest book, published for the 100th anniversary of the National Park Service, is personal, political, and profound. Her examination of 12 national parks is much more than a guide to the scenery and wildlife. It is a guide to the heart and soul of the entire National Park system, whose depth is exceeded only by its beauty.” —Chuck Robinson, Village Books, Bellingham, WA

**News of the World: A Novel**
By Paulette Jiles
(William Morrow Paperbacks, 9780062409216, $15.99)
“This short, powerful novel is historical fiction at its best! Captain Kidd, a 72-year-old war veteran and professional news reader, has been tasked with returning Johanna, a 10-year-old white girl kidnapped by the Kiowa when she was six and recently ransomed, to relatives living near San Antonio. The Captain knows the journey will not be easy but believes it is his duty to do the right thing, despite the dangers that lie ahead. What he doesn’t expect is the strength of the bond that develops between him and Johanna, one so powerful that it defines the choice he makes at journey’s end. Beautifully descriptive prose drives the narrative through the harsh and unforgiving landscape of the West during the late 1800s.” —Adrian Newell, Warwick’s, La Jolla, CA
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